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Over 4000 people, women, children, men, hospitals schools benefited  

 

 
40ft container, Sudbury, MA. August, 2018 

 
In May 2018, I mentioned to my friend Susan Karl about my work with the over 200 school girls kidnapped by 
Boko Haram, the desperate situation of the internally displaced, children, women and men. I wanted to do my 
path, to take my children clothing and mind that we have not used in two weeks ( I told my boys, if we don’t 
use our clothes or other household goods in two weeks we don’t need to keep it, it has to go to people in need) 
the internally displaced. Suzy and her action surprised me when they donated their Chevrolet Suburban SUV. 
Later Diana Smith, Isabella Nebel and a group of my friends in Lincoln, Massachusetts in USA started speaking 
about what I was doing and this spread— people wanted to be a part of what I was doing.  
 
 

 
The SUV donated by Suzy and Herman Karl, July, 2019 

 

 
Diana Smith and Isabella Nebel 
 



 
Mimsy Beckwith will later write in the FLP the Lincoln Perish news, thus “…Hauwa Ibrahim will be returning to 
northern Nigeria this summer in a massive humanitarian effort to deliver supplies to communities and 
refugee camps there. This is the region overrun by Boko Haram in 2014, when more than 200 schoolgirls 
were abducted (#BringBackOurGirls), and the region continues to be attacked and terrorized with suicide 
bombings and school abductions. Hauwa has purchased a 40-foot shipping container (yes she has!) that will 
carry humanitarian goods to Nigeria in July; from the Nigerian seaport she will accompany a caravan of trucks 
across the country into the North, to deliver goods and supplies around the region. We can help. Our 
Outreach Committee has agreed to place a collection bin in the Parish House entryway for two weeks, 
starting Wednesday, May 30 until Sunday, June 17 (the last Sunday of the church year). A list of most- needed 
items ….. 
 

 
Mimsy in action, August, 2018 

 
Shoes: sandals, hiking sandals, Crocs, sneakers, mesh shoes, water shoes, etc. Dresses, large scarves, Pants & 
shirts, belts, light socks Sweaters/cardigans/sweatshirts/rain jackets/fleece, Towels, beach towels, 
washcloths, blankets, flat sheets, quilts; tarps, Cookware (pots, pans, skillets; utensils; hibachis/portable 
grills, Plates, bowls, cups, flatware and cutlery Re-sealable containers / large Tupperware Soccer and other 
balls, with pump Yoga, sleep, or other mats Tools: saws, hammers, shovels, hatchets, rakes, flat trowels, 
ladders, step stools Camp gear: tents, cots, sleeping bags and pads (non-inflatable); folding camp furniture; 
Gardening tools: shovels, trowels, hand tools; tarps Furniture: folding chairs, sideline/ soccer chairs, folding 
beach chairs; folding camp furniture…” The items did arrive and much more— 
 
Sudbury, MA. June/July 2018 Our Team, Dr. Gyang, Hauwa, Sweta, Huboshi holding daughter, Adrian, Turker, L.R and load of 
bags ready for the 40ft container 

 



 

 
 
I was totally not oblivious of the fact that an idea does not translate into reality; there are a lot of huddles. Yes, 
I had an idea; I just did not know how to go about it and got burnt badly. How does one move ground zero 
which is the 3 garages in Lincoln to the final destination that is Nigeria? I needed an agent as well as 
transportation but most importantly at that stage, I needed to know what were in the boxes donated, so the 
challenge was unpacking the boxes to verify its content and then sort them out. It was a job that translated 
into several hours of work, in a place where workers charge by the hour and a job that needed tens of hours 
to achieve.  
 
I needed volunteers, 80% of the workers at the end were volunteers with Mimsy being the most prominent, 
she stood by me till the end of this grueling task that took weeks to complete. The narrative was just 
beginning— The shipping was a nightmare, the clearly at the Seaport in Lagos Nigeria was incredibly demanding. 
Then distribution: To whom are we giving the items (with over 2 million internally displaced)? Where do we 
get the right persons—those camps “not over saturated by other donor? Who will do we trust to be part of our 
Team?  
 
 

1. Finding the team – In Nigeria I had a team for distribution. The team will need to be honest and 
resilient. We will be going to places that no one has visited or received any assistance since they 
left their home. The team should find people who are desperate situations. The first two weeks, 
in Nigeria, was invested in forming the team. From a documentary I watched, I contacted the 
executive producer—it was a game changer— I also contacted various men and women I had 
worked with the past three decades, the team was coming together— 

 

Cross section of the distribution team in Nigeria. Abuja, January, 2019 

 
2. Organizing Materials – The first set of things was given to a team that went to an internally 

displace person settlement near the city of Akwanga in Nasarawa State. There were three sets 
of bags (the travel bags—the bigger bags with stuffs from the USA; the go bags are the bags with 
sorted gift bags going to the villages, settlements and camps. Usually the go bags have between 
50 to 70 gift bags and the gift bag are bags that are handed to individuals, this bag has 3 to five 
items 



 

A Youngman carrying the go back and children at an internally displaced settlement holding gift bags, Katsina and Kantogora, 
March 2019 

The gift  bag had the name of the settlement, who the family heads are, and names of individuals. 

 

3. Chibok – There was supplies going directly to Chibok where the kidnapped school girls and their 
parents resides. The Chibok village and surrounding villages received the highest number of the 
donations – over 1000 go bags went to Chibok.  

 
Loaded Vehicles with items for Chibok. Abuja,  February, 2019 

 

4. Kaduna – With a member of the Peace Institute Board of Directors, Aisha Mohammed. We had 
contacted a young man, Nasiru who surveyed areas were the IDP’s were camping and had not 
been reached. We were totally shocked by what we saw. Kaduna is an affluent city, but outskirts 
was a completely different story. For instance, there was no roads. People haven’t eaten for 
days. Beyond the bags, we gave some money. We met many people who had run away from 
Boko Haram. They went to the city but there was no room, so they went to the outskirts. We 
later sent tents for those in open field exposed to rain. We gave each person 2-3 go bags instead 
of one. This totaled  370 bags among 4 different settlements. 
 



 
 

5. Abuja – For the places we could not visit in person, we had an accountability system. For 
instance, for Abuja, Joseph Mutah gave us phone number, address, etc. We gave him nine travel 
bags to take to the region where Boko Haram resides. He signs for us that he received it. One of 
the people that received the materials from him also signed too. This was documented in a big 
logbook so we could keep track of where all the bags went.  
 
 

 

 

Acknowledgment note from an IDP settlement near Abuja, Joseph Mutah in dark glasses with some of the recipients, and a page 
from our log book of all items distributed  

 
6. Umar Kabir (the movie Director, our game changer) organized teams that went to Katsina State, 

Zamfara State, and Kano State. Each team had  hundreds of gifts bags and number of targets. 
There are videos—here some pictures— 



 

 

 

Most of these victims stay in open field, the bicycle, and slipping bags to the men, blankets for the widows, gift bags to children, 
women and men—those are from 3 Northern states, Katsina, Zamfara and Kano 

7. Hospital story in Kontagora were reached by our contact and partner in these efforts, Ms. 
Hauwa Bako – She had several go bags for Kontogora, Niger State. She was in Maternity wards, 
schools and communities--- 
 

 
 



 

8. The donated SUV by Suzy and Herman Karl was given to Hinna Primary school—there were tears 
of joy, lots of fanfare and greater happiness in the entire community— 
 

 
 

 
 

9. Toro – Ama our camera man and the son of the “Mayor” of over five hundred thousand people 
in Toro Local government area of Bauchi State coordinated the efforts to reach hundred of 
families in remote villages. The wife of the Mayor coordinated with group of women she works 
with and they had better ideas of distributing the gift bags. They decided that more people 
should benefit. Instead of giving a go bag to individuals, the decided to get a bigger mat and 
emptied all the 2to 5 items in a gift bag and lined up all women on side and children on the 
other. They requested that everyone should take only one item—this way every one in the 
community got something and they extended the items to neighboring village. 



 
 
 

 
10. Kadarko in Nasarawa State – there was an old lady that was very appreciated. She spoke in the 

video (there was a video). There’s another one of an elderly man who had bad shoes and 
received a bag with good shoes. He was very happy. (there should be a video)  
 
 

 
11. Yobe – Yobe is one of the strong holds of Boko Haram. He (I didn’t get the name of this person 

please insert) works for the UN development project. He saw a people who was running away. 
When I was trying to reach him for a Mothers Without Boarders, he found these people and 
videotaped them telling their story. Many of them had also taken in orphan children, despite 
having very little. One man had about 30 children. Only three or four were his own children. 
Here, they started an Arabic school. To support them, we gave them a lot of books and clothes.  

 
 



 
 
Links of National Newspaper and publications of the amazing gesture by the entire Lincoln community 
included but not limited to 
 

 
https://www.thisdaylive.com/index.php/2019/03/14/benevolent-cause-for-
humanity/ 
 
https://www.dailytrust.com.ng/us-community-donates-relief-materials-to-idps.html 
 
https://allafrica.com/stories/201902080722.html 
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